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In the report authors examine the task of integration of digital library (DL) and bibliographic catalogues. 
Nowadays there are a few approaches for creating such systems. It is possible to refer to them the concepts describing the proving and development of facilities for translation of elements data structure description of single information system (including MARC records) to some common format of metadata. One of the most elaborated library approaches is the creation of the distributed systems on the base of Z39.50 services.
In the presented by authors variant it is supposed, that bibliographic data are kept in MARC format and are used by really working information system. It is also supposed, that a digital library realises the object approach in description and storing data, i.e. it consists of:
·	repositorium, containing definitions of classes, their attributes, methods and (possibly) relations between classes and their attributes;
·	objects’ repository (classes’ copies), which are concerned with each other;
·	access interfaces to repositorium and objects.
The report does not touch the task of bibliographic catalogue data replication in the DL. The supposed integration variant has in its base the establishment relations between DL objects and the corresponding MARC records.
The possible levels of integration are marked out in the article:
1) Integration on the base of reference 1:1 (record - object). This means that each MARC record refers on only one object of DL.
2) Integration on the base of reference 1:M (record - objects). One MARC record can refer to one or a few different objects of DL (for example, to classes’ objects “author”, “organisation” etc.). Here appear two main tasks: export of MARC format metadata to repositorium of DL, semantic identification of DL objects, related to the specific bibliographic record. Authors suggest different variants how to solve these tasks, particularly metadata export/import on the base of SGML and RDF. Variants of algorithm for identification of concrete class specimen according the value of MARC record field are also given in the article.
3) Integration on the base of semantic analysis of MARC record contents. The base of this integration level is in the evident thesis about possibility of semantic relation between one attribute of bibliographic record and a few DL objects. And these objects class is beforehand unknown. In general the solving of this task is difficult. Authors show a particular variant, based on identification of objects got from in advance defined limited classes’ multitude.
In the end of the report the example of the real system, working on the mentioned principals, is presented.


